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How I Found FIGU
As a child, I was fascinated with UFO documentaries, and I had a few on
tape. Looking back, they were kind of hoaky and they had strange reenactments of Roswell. I even convinced my parents to go to Roswell, New Mexico
during a vacation to Colorado when I was a child. I remember being disappointed when we went there, because at the time, it was just a tiny town in a
desert. We went into a trading post that had lots of Native American dream
catchers with little plastic alien heads caught in their webs. We went to the
Roswell alien Museum, which was more like an art gallery with alien and
outerspace paintings. I remember seeing a giant converse shoe with windows
on the surface of mars, in which aliens were looking out. They also had a life
size model of the Roswell alien autospy, which had supposedly taken place.
This fascination with aliens and UFOs faded when I was somewhere around
the age of 9 or 10 probably, though I do not remember exactly when.
My family always went to church whenever the doors were open. I was baptised when I was 12 years old in a protestant church, and after that happened,
I wanted to know what it meant to be a Christian. I started reading the bible,
and being unsatisfied with some of the information in there, I ordered a
book called the Nag Hammadi Library, much to the disapproval of my father.
He somehow knew that these were books that were rejected by the church,
and he acted as if they were the products of the devil. I went through that
book with lots of interest, and everything I learned about the bible from the
church, which I had went to for years while growing up, was then thrown into question, such as learning Adam
and Eve had a daughter, or that Mary Magdalin had written a gospel. It made me question everything that others
had constantly taught me as a child. Why hadn’t anyone spoken about these books? Why had it been covered up?
What was the truth now? With doubts of all kinds creeping into my mind, I wanted to know more about what
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other religious texts had in them. I remember downloading texts from the internet of the Ramayana and Mahabharata. Those books were extremely fascinating, and described an Earth that I did not recognize. How could
some of these events have happened? Where was the archaeological evidence for it? How come Christians didn’t
have any writings about consciousness and did not have any information about these wars in the sky like they
did? I wanted to know even more about what others were saying and believing. I also read about Confucianism
and about some of the jewish beliefs online. I then ordered some books over the internet, specifically the Tanakh
and Babylonian Talmud. I remember them being ordered from a website, which dealt with used books from
various used book stores.
What arrived was the Tanakh and the Talmud of Jmmanuel. At this point in my life, I
had read enough religious texts to know that introductions were bias towards whatever
religious leanings the author or publisher had, and so I got used to skipping the introductions to the material, because they would change my view of what I was about to
read, before I even read it. So I skipped the introduction, and just read the Talmud of
Jmmanuel. I was a slow reader, and I read that whole book in 3 days. Something in that
book rang true to me, and so I read the introduction and the notes when I finished. I
was then shocked to learn that this book was related to UFOs. I remember looking up
Billy Meier on the internet, and then seeing these sharp, clear, detailed photos of UFOs,
which all the documentaries I had ever seen had no comparison in terms of quality. It
was shortly after that I ran into Jim Deardorff ’s website and the Gaiaguys website, and
I began reading contact notes and really got interested in conspiracies too. I remember
that this was right around the time that 911 happened, and with all the interesting contact notes in the back of my mind, I knew that things were going to become interesting
during my lifetime. I started reading the FIGU forum, and for a few years, I just read it,
without posting anything, partly because I was afraid of what my parents might do if they found out I reading
this material, and I felt like I had reason to be concerned due to past events in my family that I may never understand. Religion is a very sensitive topic in my family. In the meantime I had downloaded some mp3s of some
old tapes from Randy Winters, and listened to them many times. These are the sparks that lead me to FIGU, and
I also owe credit to a few individuals I got to know in the forums, which kept me motivated to learn more and
more over the years. - KAC

How I Found the Billy Meier Case
Around 2012 or so, I had been struggling with mental illness and drug addiction. Inside, I was not a very happy
person, but still, the fire of wanting to know the truth in all things burned. I have always been somewhat interested in the esoteric and the paranormal and have a very open mind to the possibilities of what is real, as long
as it accords with logic. Often this kind of thinking had a tendency to get me into trouble for openly challenging
someone’s beliefs. Anyways, it all started when I found out about the truth behind the JFK assassination. I had
always suspected the possibility of a cover-up, but after some further research, and weighing the evidence in my
mind, I could no longer admit any other possibility than the fact that there was cover-up. It blew my mind. I was
astounded by the idea that just through some diligent internet research, I could examine the evidence surrounding whatever question I might have and decide for myself what is and is not true.
So, one of the first questions that came to mind was, “What about UFOs?” I had always been fascinated by the
topic but this was my first real exploration of it. So I found a Youtube channel called UFOTV and proceeded
to devour every video on the topic. I would say about 95% of the information presented in these videos is unfounded, therefore pretty useless. However, one UFO case stuck out like a sore thumb: the Billy Meier Case. It
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was the only one where I was not yet swayed in either direction, so I had to learn more. The more I learned, the
more I had to think. I examined every aspect of the case down to the last detail. The thing that kept me going was
the fact that I just could not prove it a hoax. Not only that, but the circumstantial evidence for the reality of the
events just kept on piling up. Eventually I realized that it was just much more likely that Billy Meier is a truthteller than a hoaxer. After this realization took hold, I was really thrown for a loop. It was like getting the best
news and the worst news at the same time. It compelled me to rethink everything I thought I knew. I thought I
had problems before, but now I had many more! Also with this realization came answers to some of my deepest, most fundamental problems and questions and a profound inner peace. However, this peace was extremely
fleeting because I still did not have much freedom or harmony. Plus, I had a ton of unfinished work to do! I knew
what I had to do first: free my thoughts and feelings in order to attain peace and harmony. Taking care of my
mental health did not become easy overnight, but now I had a reason to truly live. And so my journey continues,
as I strive to create love, peace, freedom and harmony in myself so that it can benefit all. - MMD

Third Time’s the Charm
It is usually difficult for me to write when it comes to my personal life story. Still, here I am, writing and sharing
with you this very important aspect of my life with regard to how I found BEAM and the Spiritual Teaching. I
have come to understand that no one can be nor has to be convinced about anything and that each of us must
find our own way to the one Truth. In my case, I can only share my journey as I experience it in this lifetime.
Growing up in a Hindu society, I was told many times, that all answers lay within the human being and this is
true, but somehow I myself could not find that all important key to the door to unlock these truths within me.
All the books I read at the time, the conversations I listened to between grown-ups, appeared to be shrouded in
mysticism, esoteric jargon and mired in confusion. I found out that most people just “believe” and have “faith”
without question and I was told to do the same, because my destiny was supposedly already written and that I
should merely “surrender to God”! God, certainly did not appear to me those days when I cried out for help in
desperation during my dark, troubled times, so I had many questions and I did on my own what I could to deal
with them and heal from them.
I realized that it is one thing to expound on theories intellectually with regard to matters spiritual or otherwise
about which we read and hear, having drawing room conversations over tea and snacks which I did enjoy immensely as an adult, but that it is quite another thing to apply these conversations in real life and having actual
experiences which would give me the real education I need, from which I would be able to gather insight and
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wisdom. Today, I finally understand a number of things about my life that make complete sense to me. I have
also received so much cognition with regard to my many childhood experiences, especially with regard to the
spontaneous out of body experiences I went through, which had continued to plague much of my adult life as
well. These cognitions have given me a sense of relief and took away
that fear which I always had to battle. These realizations, cognitions
and knowings truly began to dawn on me the day I found the Meier
material, beginning in 2010 and in earnest when I began to study
the Spiritual Teaching since 2012.
The year 1998 is an important year for me because it was the year,
when for the first time, I learned how to navigate the Internet with
the help of my husband, using our first ever desktop computer. I
discovered so many fascinating articles and stories about angels and
demons, ghosts and various mysteries as well as about conspiracy
theories and also about what today I understand as the New Age
culture which borrows heavily from the various ancient, esoteric,
religious and mystery schools of our world. I learned a lot from the New Age culture, esp. about healing and
meditation and became a Reiki Master Teacher in 2000 and since 2003 became a nationally certified licenced
Therapeutic Massage therapist after graduating from the Cayce-Reilley School of Massotherapy, located in Virginia Beach. I gave up both my successful practice in 2013. It is also within this time period, that I became initiated into Babaji’s Kriya Yoga after reading the Autobiography of a Yogi” by Paramhamsa Yogananda. It is through
the Internet as well that I discovered UFOs and extraterrestrials. I read everything I could find voraciously on the
subject matter of UFOs and extraterrestrials!
I have never seen a single UFO till date except in my night dreams a number of times. When I first discovered
and read about this phenomenon, sometime in that year 1998, I just knew deep inside, that all the answers I have
been seeking, somehow lay here within this subject matter of UFOs…the only place that could give me the key
to unlock the answers I was seeking that lay within me in detail – raw, bare and simple – making me question,
think and reflect upon everything deeply, motivating me to apply the answers that came through in order to
find out the role they played for me in my life and how and why. I cannot remember the exact date, but it is this
same year of 1998 when I first came upon “Billy” Eduard Albert Meier (BEAM) when researching UFOs. No one
directed me to him, I found him on the Internet all on my own while browsing through. But at that time, due to
the many very negative writings about him and my unknowledge, I passed him by. In the process, unknowingly
at that time, I ended up joining a UFO cult group for a year and I was relieved to get out of that cult group once
I realized how false they were. The second time I came across Billy Meier, was when I created my first Facebook
account in 2009, which after a year I discontinued because I could no longer find satisfaction in the pseudo spiritual conversations I found myself getting involved in with my then new Facebook friends. Among these “friends”
was a silent friend, who called himself – “Billy Meier” and used the profile photo of Meier taken in Jordan in
the year 1963, when he was known as “Phantom”. I deleted that “friend” because he never communicated with
me. Later, when I learned that Billy himself has no personal account anywhere on the Internet, I realized that
whoever this silent “Facebook friend” was, hid behind Billy’s name and photo and was not the real Billy Meier.
I thought that was very strange. Who was he? I still do not know even today. Once again I passed on by as the
name “Billy Meier” still hadn’t registered in my mind. I eventually closed down that first Facebook account of
mine in 2010. The third time, in that same year of 2010 (the number 3 is a very good number for me), soon after
I closed my Facebook account, I came upon Billy Meier again, on a YouTube channel called “UFO TV”. It was
a documentary called, “The Silent Revolution of Truth” and this time, I could not ignore “Billy” Eduard Albert
Meier! It is a very well made documentary by Michael Horn and one I could not tear myself away from. While
watching the documentary, I recalled seeing the very negative and harsh write ups about Billy the first time I
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read about him on the Internet in 1998, I recalled the mysterious silent Facebook friend using his name and
photo and now I am watching this documentary that I just happened to come upon! I had tears in my eyes as I
watched the documentary and thought about it all. I knew then, I simply HAD to find out about “Billy” Eduard
Albert Meier” and explore, wade through the thick slew of mud and slander thrown at him constantly and get to
the bottom of this very earthly mystery! I found myself deeply engaged in this pursuit because I was in on it on
my own, no one was there to tell me anything about
BEAM and about the human beings who visited
him from the depths of space, from another part of
our Universe and the vast wealth of Spiritual knowledge they imparted together to our world in the
form of thousands and thousands of pages, all written down and documented. The physical evidences
were all given freely by Billy to those who wanted to
examine, scrutinize and put them under a microscope etc., to prove their validity scientifically and
they have been proven without a shadow of doubt!
It’s a long personal story for me, but I have never
looked back since. A new phase and the last phase
of my journey in this lifetime began and continues
on till today.
Our destiny is not already written, we write it, and re-write it ourselves in each and every lifetime. It is my understanding that there is no hidden power outside of ourselves that propels us to an unknown future/destiny because we, each and everyone of us, are in charge of our own destiny. I fully understand now, that it is the power
of my own consciousness which makes me the smith of my own destiny which is being continually formed by
the might of my own thoughts, words and actions, right here, right now. When we learn to tune in to our inner
world, we receive a cognition of our past and we can certainly have more clarity about what lies ahead in our
future. We can have the world in our hands if only we give ourselves the permission to sincerely make the effort
to tune in and explore the vast inner landscape of our consciousness and discover its power and then learn to use
this power in a good neutral-positive wise to benefit us all.
Observe, reflect, apply and know.
P.G.

My Journey to FIGU
Two paths led me to FIGU. I was trying to understand the functions within myself and how the future seemed to
be unfolding.
When I was in high school my hands used to sweat a great deal. One day I wanted to learn how this worked, so
I focused on one of my hands by using my eyes and my sense of feeling. I was going to learn how the sweat was
generated on my hands one way or another. I could sense my sweat glands and these ‘tingling’ feelings that I really enjoyed. During a very long plane ride from Charlotte, North Carolina to Anchorage, Alaska; I decided that
I wanted to experiment with my hands and create the sweat on my hands myself. This is when I started to learn
about the effects that thoughts have on myself. I started to see the body as a machine. When I got older I started
to seek out people who also wanted to learn how we could do other things with the body. Well, let’s just say that
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I ended up depressed and delusional on that search, which I have gained a great deal of Erleben (life experience)
from these ‘New Age’ ideas.
My second path which led me to FIGU was conspiracy theories. In 2006, I watched “Loose Change” on my modded XBox on Google Videos (Yeah that long ago). I became aware that some of the stuff we were told could be
wrong or an outright lie. I remember telling my roommates how we need to wait for the government or similar
entitled persons to respond to this video, which one of them laughed and told me that it will never happen. He
then told me these types of things have been going on for a while now. This kind of put me into shock. While in
college, I was getting used to researching things, and during this time the problems of the USA was an interest
of mine. I had seen so many ‘mini-wars’ within the USA (class, race, gender, disloyal government et cetera). I
started to ask people about these topics, and none seem interested in trying to solve them or even figure out the
great divide that was getting bigger. I became aware that this was going to create civil unrest. I searched for others talking about it, and this is how I found Billy Meier.
I read the Prophecies and Predictions of Billy Meier (Contact 215), that I just had to print out. During that day,
I had a herbalism class, but I was in so much shock from reading these printings that I just had to keep reading them. I would later seek out people who were talking about Billy Meier and his Prophecies and Predictions,
which led me to a Facebook page. I was then told there was a Spiritual Teaching (Contact 10) that also came
from this person. I was really interested in this as I had searched for such things, but they normally led me into
an ‘abyss’ when putting them into practice. I would later buy a book called the Might of the Thoughts, which at
that time seem to read really strange to me, and it did not have any New Age ideas in it, which caused me to have
a really hard time understanding the book.
Over time I would talk to others within this Facebook group. One day I got a message
from a member of this Facebook group, who was searching for people that lived near
him. I learned a great deal after meeting this person. Over a 3 year period, I learned to
read German and realized the importance of FIGU and it’s published books. - SHH
OM Kanon 32:
93. Der Mensch hört nicht eher auf die
Worte und den Rat der besten Freunde
und Weisen, trotz deren grossen
Erfahrungen, bis er in Not und Unglück
und Kummer verfallen ist.

93. The human being is not likely to
listen to the words and the advice of the
best friends and wise ones, despite their
great experiences, until he/she has fallen
into hardship and misfortune and grief.

